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Quechua-speakingchildrenin Peru speak Spanishwith variableword orderin the VP
and the NP; the alternativepatternsstem from Quechuaand Spanish.The youngerthe
child, the more predominantare the V-final and N-final phrases, as in Quechua. Here
we investigatewhetherthe newly acquiredSpanishV-medialclause and N-initialphrase
patternsare learned in a sequence predictedby a theory of linguisticchange. Several
plausible alternativesthat are consistent with the Trigger-ChainTheory or Universal
ViolationHypothesis, and with the UniversalConsistencyHypothesis(UCH) of Hawkins 1979,were checked against recordedspeech by Peruvianbilingualchildrenof three
different ages. Our quantitativeanalysis strongly supports the UCH-in particular,
Hawkins' Universals I and III. These predictthat the V-medialclause patternemerges
before the postnominalgenitive, and this in turn precedes the use of the postnominal
adjective. Our data also justify strengtheningtwo of the principlesin the UCH.*

Quechua-speakingchildrenin Peruimpose the syntax of theirnative language
on their Spanish speech-in particular,its word order. Typologically,Quechua
is a postpositional non-rigidV-final language, while Spanish is a prepositional
V-medial language (cf. Greenberg 1966).Their fusion in the speech of the Peruvianbilingualchild gives rise to an unusualvariety which preserves the Quechua word order, but adopts prepositions(cf. Escobar 1978, Cerron-Palomino
1972, Minaya & Lujan 1979, and Lujan et al. 1981, 1983).
To acquire the educated Spanish norm, the child needs to make majorword
order adjustments, involving the positions of the main verb and of the head
noun in their phrasal units. In this study we investigate whether there is a
consistent orderfor these adjustments,and whetherit is constrainedby a theory
of linguistic change. That is, does the child first learn to place the verb before
its complements, or the noun before its modifiers?Or are these changes acquired simultaneously?Alternatively, are the modificationsrandomlydistributed across individuals?
To answer these questions, we construct several hypotheses that are consistent with two current opposing theories of linguistic change: the TriggerChainTheory (Lehmann1971, 1973)and the UniversalConsistency Hypothesis
(UCH; Hawkins 1979). These hypotheses are tested against data consisting of
recorded speech by 5, 7, and 9 year old Peruvianbilingualchildren. We find
that the percentage of occurrence of relevant word orders indicates that the
* Earlierversions of this paper were presented at the following meetings:4th Symposiumon
Spanish and PortugueseBilingualism(Mexico, 1980);LanguageContact Conference, University
of Wisconsin(Milwaukee, 1981);5eme Colloquede Linguistique,Universitdde Paris VIII (Paris,
1981).We are indebtedto John Baughfor his initialencouragementand assistance with the quantitative analysis. We are also gratefulto John A. Hawkinsfor insightfulcomments on an earlier
version, and to Joan Bybee, RichardKayne, and Edith Moravcsikfor useful suggestions.
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child first acquires the target order in the VP, and then that in the NP. The
sequence selected by the quantitative analysis is predicted by the UCH, and
offers no support for the Trigger-Chain Theory.
1. PERUVIAN
BILINGUAL
CHILDREN'SSPANISH.In the early Spanish usage of
children
in Peru, clause and phrasal order like that of QueQuechua-speaking
chua shows high frequency. By contrast with the educated norm, which has
the word order characteristics of standard Spanish,' the main verb is often
placed finally in the clause, following its modifiers and objects, while the head
noun is characteristically preceded by its modifiers. These features have been
extensively reported for both adults and children whose native language is
Quechua, in their initial phase of learning Spanish. Escobar distinguishes what
he calls 'bilingiies incipientes' (beginning bilinguals); and Cerron-Palomino
1976a, 1980 points out similar facts in relation to 'castellano andino' (Andean
influenced by the Quechua languageCastilian), i.e. the Spanish-heavily
which is spoken by bilingual highlanders (cf. Mendoza & Minaya 1975, Minaya
1976, 1978, Minaya & Lujan 1979, Miranda 1978).
We thus assume an EARLY STAGE (ES) of Andean Spanish as spoken by Peruvian speakers whose native language is Quechua. The main features that are
typologically relevant are as shown in Table 1, side by side with those of Quechua and standard Spanish.2
QUECHUA

EARLY STAGE

STANDARD SPANISH

SOV

SOV

SVO

POST

PREP

PREP

GN
AN

GN
AN
TABLE1.

NG
NA

Table 1 shows the clause and phrase orders that are considered basic (and
typologically relevant), i.e., the pervasive and most neutral word-order. Since
neither Quechua not Spanish is rigid in its clause word order, each has additional non-basic variant patterns. Quechua allows OSV, OVS, and SVO (cf.
Parker 1965, 1976, Cerron-Palomino 1976b, 1980, Soto-Ruiz 1976; see also
Greenberg's Appendix I), while Spanish is known to have VSO, VOS, and
OVS as variants for the clause, and the alternate pattern AN for the adjective
(Gili y Gaya 1961, Ramsey 1956; cf. also Greenberg's Appendix II). Following
Greenberg's criteria, we assume SVO, SVOV, and NG to be variant patterns
for the ES.3
The comparison made explicit in Table 1 strongly suggests that the basic
'The educated Peruvian norm is quite different from standard Spanish in other respects, such
as agreement rules and the use of anaphoric pronouns (cf. Pozzi-Escot 1972).
2 The following abbreviations are used: S = subject; V = verb; O = object; PO/POST= postposition; Pr/PREP= preposition; G/GEN = genitive; A/ADJ = adjective.
3 We will not consider NA a variant for the adjective in the ES, since the pattern is quite rare
then. Other remarkable grammatical differences between that stage and subsequent varieties (including the educated norm) are not reflected in its typological classification. Foremost are the total
lack of gender, number, and person agreement; the frequent omission of articles and other NP
specifiers; object omission to signal an anaphoric object; the omission or over-use of prepositions;
and the use of duplicate clitic pronouns.
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word-orderfeatures of the ES are borrowedfromQuechua,a notableexception
being the type of adposition. Minaya& Lujan 1979attemptsto account for this
disparity by arguingthat Quechua word order is transferredin toto, but that
the child is operating with a knowledge of the affix/word distinction. Word
order is thus copied at the relevant level, namely that of the word unit. Prepositions (as well as articles and other specifiers) must constitute an exception
to the massive word-ordertransfer, simply because they correspondto Quechua postpositions, which are not words but inflectionalsuffixes. Childrenoften
delete prepositions(articles and other specifiers), over-use them, or use a nonstandardlexical choice; but they never misplace them. The assumption that
language learners are able to distinguishaffixes from words strongly predicts
that they will not borrow postpositional suffixes along with other word order
features into a prepositionallanguage,but it allows them to borrowprepositions
together with other word order characteristicsinto an originallypostpositional
language.4

The utterances below illustrate the basic patterns of the ES, with objects
preceding their verbs, and genitives and adjectives preceding the noun they
modify:5
(1)

V
agarra.

O
Su nariz se

her nose REFL she-grabs
'She grabs her nose.' (H 2:3)
V
(2) O
antes hacian.

Volantin

somersaultbefore they-did
'They used to do somersaults.' (C 49:80)
N
GEN
(3)
de mi tia

Rosalinda su hijito

of my aunt
her little-son
'my aunt Rosalinda's little son' (A 68:111)
GEN

(4)

de una

N
seniora su frazada

of a
woman her blanket
'a woman's blanket' (H 16:24)
N
chiquito oveja
ADJ

(5)

tu

your small sheep
'your small sheep' (P 22:31)
(6)

ADJ

todo frio

N
agua

all cold water
'all cold water' (A 63:102)
4 The latterconsequenceseems confirmedby the numerousMexicanindigenouslanguageswhich
have borrowedSpanish prepositionsalong with other word orderfeatures(cf. HuastecaNahuatl
and MichoacanNahual, in Langacker1979).
5Information in parenthesesrefers to region, consultant, and tape numbers.The regions are
Ayacucho (A), Cuzco (C), Huaraz(H), and Puno (P).
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Clearly, the ES differs typologically from standardSpanish in two main respects: the position of the main verb in a clause, and that of the head noun in
relationto its modifiers. The attributiveadjective is almost never placed postnominally-the typical position of restrictive adjectives in the standardnorm.
Rather, it obeys the Quechua pattern, preceding the head N.
Standard Spanish is often described as being a free word-orderlanguage,
since major sentence constituents may appear in several different sequences.
However, ES word orders for the clause and the genitive are not among those
used in the standardlanguage;i.e., neitherpreverbalnominalobjects and modifiers, nor prenominalgenitives, occur in the standardlanguage,althoughthe Vfinal pattern occurs as a minority variant in the Peruvianeducated norm. In
addition, the prenominaladjective is used as a variantpattern for appositive
and emphatically stressed restrictive adjectives; but it is not used for neutral
restrictiveadjectives, which normallyoccur in postnominalposition in standard
Spanish (cf. Lujan 1980)as well as in the Peruvianeducated norm. Given the
differencesindicated,bilingualchildrenat the ES must make three majorwordorder modificationsin their speech when they learn the educated norm taught
in the schools: SOV > SVO, GN > NG, and AN > NA.6
In the acquisition process, the bilingualchildren's Spanish goes throughan
extended intermediatestage, spanningfour or five years, which is characterized
by variationamong orderings(such as SOV/SVO, GN/NG, and AN/NA), and
by the occurrence of duplicate verbs in a hybrid pattern VOV (Mendoza &
Minaya 1975, Minaya 1976, 1978, Minaya & Lujan 1979).7 In this second phase,

the predominantpatternsat the differentsucceeding ages are not immediately
apparent;i.e., it is undecidable which VP and NP orders are the basic ones
when the speech of all childrenis considered. The extended intermediatestage
acts then as a transitionbetween the ES and standardSpanish, and presents
the features shown in Table 2.
EARLY STAGE

INTERMEDIATE STAGE

STANDARD

SOV/SVO

SVO

PREP

PREP

PREP

GN
AN

GN/NG
AN/NA

NG
NA

SOV

SPANISH

TABLE 2.

Examples of SVO clauses, postnominalgenitives, and the less frequentpostnominal adjectives-all of which gain dominance in the transitionalperiodare illustratedby the following utterances:
(7)

N
GEN
V
mama.
Murio su primo de mi

died her cousin of my mom
'My mother's cousin died.' (C 58:94)
6 SOV > SVO here refers to
(basic) types, not to actualoccurrenceof such clauses. Subjectless

sentences are allowedin both Quechuaand Spanish;thus a moreaccuratedescriptionof the change
in the primarydata would be OV > VO.
7 See
Minaya& Lujan 1982a,bfor a grammaticalaccount of the VOV pattern.
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(8)

GEN

V
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S

Sus bultos de la
senioracarga el tauca.
her bundles of the lady carries the porter
'The porter carried the lady's bundles.' (P 30:46)
N

V

(9)

ADJ

Ahi estdn casitas chiquitas ahi.
there are houses small
there
'There are the small houses.' (A 77:123)
N

(10)

ADJ

V

Ahi el patito chiquito estd
there the ducky little
is
'The little duck is there.' (A 63:102)
The bilingualchild also utters sentences with duplicate verbs:
(11)

V

O

V

Conozco a los cabritos conozco.
I-know ACCthe little-goats I-know
'I know the little goats.' (C 49:80)
V
O
(12) V
Habia como una carretita habia.
was like a little-cartwas
'There was like a small cart.' (P 30:46)
An undifferentiatedintermediatestage, as defined in Table 2, poses the question of whether the majorchanges involving the position of the main verb, the
genitive, and the attributiveadjective are acquired simultaneouslyor sequentially. In what follows, we investigate this question in the light of two current
opposing theories of linguistic change, using a multipleregression analysis of
sociolinguistic data.
2. THEORIES
OFLINGUISTIC
CHANGE.Two pertinent theories have been pro-

posed to account for linguistic change-specifically, for how it proceeds. One
is the Trigger-ChainTheory advocated by Lehmann 1971, 1973 and by Vennemann 1974, 1975. This theory, which may also be called the Universal Violation Hypothesis (UVH; Hawkins 1979), holds that linguistic change must
springfrom an initial violation of a synchronicuniversal.This violation in turn
triggers subsequent changes in order to restore consistency with the putative
universals.
An alternativeview is the UCH of Hawkins 1979.This claims that linguistic
change must take place within the bounds imposed by synchronic universals,
therebyexcluding violations of them at any stage in the evolution of a language.
The UCH was originallyformulatedon the basis of eight universal statements
involving typological features like those of Greenberg.They all pertainto operator/operandorders, includingthe type of adposition a languagehas (preposition vs. postposition), the position of direct objects and subjects in relation
to their V, and the position of the genitive and the attributiveadjective with
respect to their head N. These universals are hypothesized on the basis of
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synchronicallyattested languagestaken from Greenberg'sAppendix II, reproduced here (as presented by Hawkins 1980)in Table 3.8
In contrastto the two-termimplicationaluniversalspostulatedby Greenberg,
Hawkins' universals are multi-term,involving at least three structuralproperties of word order expressed in a logical formulasuch as P D (Q D R), and
allowing no exceptions. For instance, Hawkins' Universals I-IV exclude six
unattested languagetypes of the 24 types defined by all the differentpossible
combinations of word-orderfeatures and types of adposition in Greenberg's
classification:9
(13) IMPLICATIONAL UNIVERSALS

I. SOV D (AN D GN)
II. VSO D (NA D NG)
III. (PREP& -SVO) D (NA D NG)
IV. (POST& -SVO) D (AN D GN)

LANGUAGE TYPES
EXCLUDED

18 & 22
4& 8
4 & 20
6 & 22

Table 3 also lists unattested Types 5 and 13, which are consistent with the
universals, but are predictedto be rare by Hawkins' distributionalprincipleof
Cross-CategoryHarmony(CCH; to be discussed below). The sixteen attested
types are all permittedby the given universals.
Hawkins' UCH includes three hypotheses concerning the dynamics of linguistic change and the quantitativedistributionof languagesacross types. Two
of these are the Doubling Acquisition Hypothesis and the Frequency Increase
Hypothesis, both of which are formulatedwith reference to synchronic universals of the form P D Q, where P and Q are basic word-orderproperties.
The third hypothesis is the distributionalprincipleof CCH (Hawkins 1980).
The Doubling Acquisition Hypothesis (DAH) states that, at two successive
stages in the evolution of a language, if P is acquired as a variant structure
from the earlier uniquely -P stage, then (a) Q must already be present at the
earlier stage (whetheror not as a doublet with - Q);'0 or (b) if it is not present,
8
The figures in this table are only approximate, as language families or groups are counted as
individual languages by Hawkins. Greenberg's original data provide no information as to the actual
number of languages in each family or group cited.
9 Here we use the exceptionless versions of Universals II and IV, which in Hawkins 1980 are
III' and IV'. His alternative statistical versions of these are:
III.
PREP D (NA D NG)
*(Types 4, 12, 20)
IV.
POST D (AN D GN)
*(Types 6, 14, 22)
These would also exclude the attested Types 12 and 14; however, Hawkins (1980, fn. 2) notes that
apparent attestations of Type 14 are actually of Type 15. Hawkins (MS)finds no examples of Type
14 in a much wider, corrected language sample; thus POST D (AN D GN) is indeed exceptionless.
Type 12 is attested but rather rare: Greenberg shows only one language (Arapesh), while Hawkins
(MS) cites four languages.
For our Peruvian bilingual data, only Universals I and III will be directly pertinent. We will
refer to Table 3 when comparing possible word order developments with the status (attested vs.
non-attested) of language types defined by the different stages that may link the ES with educated
Peruvian Spanish.
'o We use 'doublet' to refer to syntactic variants as in the theory of linguistic variation, but
without prejudging the question of semantic or functional equivalence in any particular case.
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Number
Distributionof Basic Order 7ypes:
of languages
I.
USO/PrING/NA. Celtic languages;Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, Ancient Egyptian, Berber; Nandi, Masai, Lotuko, Turkana, I)idinga; Polynesian languages
and probably other Austronesian languages; Chinook, Tsimshian; Zapotec,
19
Chinantec, Mixtec, and probably other Ote-Mangue languages.
2.
VSOIPr/NG/AN. Tagabili and probably other Philippine Austronesian lan5
guages; Kwakiutl, Quileute, Xinca.
l
3. VSOIPrGlN/AN.
Milpa Alta Nahuatl.
o
4. VSO/PrIGNINA. No examples.
o
No examples.
5. VSO/Po/NGINA.
o
6.
I'SO/PoING/AN. No examples.
I
7. V/SOIPolGNi/AN. Papago.
No examples.
o
8. VSOIPo/GN/NA.
Romance languages, Albanian, Modern Greek; West AtlanSVO/PrlNG/NA.
tic languages, Yoruba, Edo group, most languages of Benue-Congo group
including all Bantu languages; Shilluk, Acholi, Bari, most languages of Chad
group of Hamito-Semitic but not Hausa; Neo-Syriac, Khasi, Nicobarese,
Khmer, Vietnamese, all Thai languages except Khamti; many Austronesian
languages including Malay; Subtiaba.
io. SVO/Pr/NG/AN.
German, Dutch, Icelandic, Slavonic, Efik, Kredj, Maya,
Papiamento.
I . SVO/Pr/GNIAN.
Norwegian, Swedish, Danish.
12.
SVOlPr/GN/NA.
Arapesh (New Guinea).
No examples.
13. SVO/Po/NG/NA.
Rutulian and other Daghestan languages in the Caucasus.
14. SVO/Po/NG/AN.
Finnish, Estonian, Ijo, Chinese, Algonquian (probably),
I5. SVO/Po/GNIAN.
Zoque.
Most Mandingo and Voltaic languages, Kru, Twi, Ga,
I6. SVO/Po/GN/NA.
Guang, Ewe, Nupe, Songhai, Tonkawa, Guarani.
9.

Persian, Iraqw (Cushitic), Khamti (Thai), Akkadian.
17. SOVIPrING/NA.
No examples.
I8. SOVIPrING/AN.
19. SOVIPrIGNIAN. Amharic.
No examples.
20. SOV/Pr/GN/NA.
21. SOV/Po/NG/NA.
Sumerian, Elamite, Galla, Kanuri, Teda, Kamilaroi and
other southeastern Australian languages.
22. SO VIPoINGIAN. No examples.
Hindi, Bengali and other Aryan languages of India; Modern
23. SOV/Po/GNIAN.
Armenian, Finno-Ugric except Finnish group; Altaic, Yukaghir, Paleo-Siberian,
Korean, Ainu, Japanese, Gafat, Harari, Sidamo, Chamir, Bedauye, Nama
Hottentot; Khinalug, Abkhaz and other Caucasian languages;Burushaski, Dravidian; Newari and other Sino-Tibetan languages; Marind-Anim, Navaho, Maidu,
Quechua.
24. SOV/PoIGNINA.
Basque, Hurrian, Urartian, Nubian, Kunama, Fur, Sandawe, Burmese, Lushei, Classical Tibetan, Makasai, Bunak (Timor), Kate (New
Guinea), most Australian languages, Haida, Tlingit, Zuni, Chitimacha, Tunica,
Lenca, Matagalpa, Cuna, Chibcha, Warrau.
Total number of languages =
TABLE3.

21
8
3
I
o
2
6
I

4
o
1
o
7
o

28

24
142
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Q must be acquired as a variant structure simultaneouslywith P. But P will
not be incorporatedif Q is absent (Hawkins 1979:621).The DAH thus allows
either the simultaneousor the sequential development of the antecedent and
consequent propertiesof an implicationaluniversal:
(14) a. -P& -Q>P&Q
b. -P& -Q> - P&Q > P&Q
The DAH explicitly disallows the sequence of events in 15, where the first
innovation constitutes a violation of the implicationalformula P D Q. Note
that precisely this sequence of events must take place under the UVH:
(15) -P & -Q> *(P & -Q) > P & Q
The Frequency Increase Hypothesis (FIH) says that if there is an increase
in the frequency of P relative to its doublet - P at two successive stages in the
evolution of a language, and if the frequency of Q at the earlier stage was less
than 100%(i.e., -Q doublets were present), then Q will also gain in frequency
by the later stage (Hawkins 1979:621-2). That is, if P D Q is valid, there can
be no frequency increase in the occurrence of a new structureP, in relation
to its opposite -P, without a concomitant increase in the frequency of occurrence of structureQ with respect to -Q.
CCH defines word order co-occurrence preferences (e.g., Pr is harmonic
with VSO, NG, NA); it states that the dynamics of linguisticevolution tend to
move in the direction of more harmoniclanguagetypes-which, accordingto
this principle, are more numerous (Hawkins 1979:643-7, 1980). Languages
which are more harmonichave larger numbersof harmonicorders; and their
grammarspermit the formulationof a largernumberof cross-categorialrules,
since they have a comparablebalance of operators and operands across the
different operand categories (Hawkins 1982).
These three hypotheses, together with Universals I and III, make very precise predictions regardingthe acquisitionof the word orders of standardSpanish by the bilingualchild whose native languageis Quechua.In brief, given the
languagetype of his initial speech, no violations of the universals will occur if
the VP order starts to change before the NP order is modified.
Most languages can be categorized with some confidence as to their basic
word-orderpatterns. A basic order will be the one most frequentin discourse,
the least syntactically constrained, and the most neutral-pragmatically, stylistically, and functionally (i.e., it is not emphatic, and does not result from
topicalization or from any other focusing mechanism).This is the order most
likely to be assigned 'underlyingstatus'. There are, of course, cases where
some aspect of word order is subject to variability,so that one cannot decide
which of the competing orders is basic. In such cases, the variant orders are
approximatelyequal with respect to frequency (50%-50%, 60%-40%, ....),
neutrality,range etc.; or else the applicationof the various criteriagives conflicting results.
An implicationaluniversal that is defined on basic features cannot logically
apply when one of its component terms is undecidableas to basicness. However, both the DAH and the FIH still apply with respect to such a universal:
their net effect is to constrain, as much as possible, the co-occurrence fre-
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quency, at any stage in the evolution of a language, of word order patterns
which violate the universal.In particular,these hypotheses effectively preclude
the possibility that the 'pluralitytype' of a language at any stage can be one
which is a violation of the universal, where by 'pluralitytype' we mean the
type definedby the most frequentoperator/operandconfigurationswith respect
to each aspect of word order.
It is in this spiritthat we will analyse the intermediatestages in the acquisition
of educated PeruvianSpanish. When we discuss the word-ordertypes at each
state, we refer to pluralitytypes; and when we assess these in relation to the
predictions of Hawkins' implicationaluniversals, this assessment will be mediated by the DAH and the FIH-or rather, a modified version of these hypotheses to be proposed below.
3. ALTERNATIVESFORTHEINTERMEDIATE
STAGE. For our Peruvian data, sev-

eral possibilities are to be considered in determiningthe order of acquisition
of the word order features of the educated norm. The alternativesare defined
by all the logically possible combinations in which the three major changes
(SOV > SVO, GN > NG, and AN > NA) can be sequentiallyor simultaneously
arrangedin their chronology. Thirteenalternativesexist; in 16-18, for the sake
of perspicuity, we representthe different stages in each sequence only by the
innovative patterns. (The stages separated by commas are sequential, those
linked by ampersandsare simultaneous.)
NA >
(16) a. *NG,
SVO,
b. *NG,
SVO
NA,
c. *NG,
SVO & NA
universal Violation (UV)
d. *NA,
NG
SVO,
e. *NA,
SVO
NG,
f. *NA,
SVO & NG
NA
(17) a. SVO,
NG,
b. SVO,
NG
Universal Consistency (UC)
NA,
c. SVO,
NG & NA
NA
(18) a. SVO & NG,
b. SVO & NA,
NG
(Weak) Universal Violation
c. NG & NA,
SVO
d. SVO & NG & NA
The alternatives in 16 involve an initial UV, and are therefore consistent
with the UVH. The first three alternatives, (a)-(c), introduce a violation of
Universal I through the starred development NG. The three remainingUV
alternatives, (d)-(f), incur a violation of Universal III by their initial *NA
change. Exactly why these are violations will be explainedlater in this section.
In Table 4, we show the languagetypes resultingat each stage as defined by
the individualinnovationslinkingthe ES and the targeteducatednormfor each
of these alternatives. For the sake of simplicity, we do not represent the innovations by the emergence of variantorders or doubling(e.g. GN/NG).
As seen in Table 4, the incoming postnominalgenitive in alternatives (a)(c) and the initial acquisition of the postnominaladjective in (d)-(f) produce,
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16a.

SOV
Pr
GN
AN
Type t9
16b. SOV
Pr
4
GN
AN
Type 19
SOV
16c.
Pr
GN
AN
Type 19
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SOV
Pr
*NG
AN
*Type 18
SOV
Pr
*NG
AN
*Type 18
OV
Pr
*NG
AN
*Type 18

S
16d. SOV
SVO
Pr
Pr
Pr
NG
GN
NG
4
4
AN
AN
NA
Type 10
Type 19
Type 9
16e. SOV
SOV 4
SVO
Pr
Pr
Pr
NG
GN
NG
4
4
NA
AN
NA
Type 17
Type 19
Type 9
-4
16f.
SVO
SOV
Pr
Pr
NG
GN
NA
AN
Type 9
Type 19
TABLE4.
42,

SOV 2
SVO
Pr
Pr
4
GN
GN
*NA
NA
*Type 20
Type 12
SOV
SOV 4
Pr
Pr
4
GN
NG
*NA
NA
*Type 20
Type 17
SOV SVO
Pr
Pr
GN
NG
*NA
NA
*Type 20
Type 9

SVO
Pr
NG
NA
Type 9
SVO
Pr
NG
NA
Type 9

in combination with the features SOV and Pr, the unattested Types 18 and
20-which are ruled out by Universals I and III, respectively. That is, if the
children'slanguageadoptedNG when it was predominantlyan AN, SOV type,
as in the ES, then at some point their languagewould not be like any attested
language. Similarly, if they first developed NA when their basic clause order
was SOV and their genitives were basically prenominal,then their language
would not match at a given point any of the permittedtypes. Of course, strictly
speaking, the incoming minorityof these *NG and *NA variantorders in each
set of alternativeswould not immediatelyproduce the unattestedtypes, which
are defined over basic features. It is not until the innovations become majority
variants that the pertinent universals are contradicted, in the sense discussed

above.
Thus the emergence of either the genitive or the adjective doublets in the
ES would lead to the initial violation which, by the UVH, starts the chain of
events which eventually restores consistency with the putative universals.
However, none of the alternativesthereby defined is entirely consistent with
the UVH. In that theory, the initial violation supposedly triggers a multimember chain of subsequent developments-all ultimatelyleadingto consistency with the universals. Yet in every alternative, the second development
suffices to re-introduceUC. Observe in Table4 that the conjunctionof features
at the second intermediatestage is always that of an attested languagetype.
Thus one may conclude that, in all these alternatives,the SOV > SVO change
is totally superfluous-either as a second or third sequentialinnovation, or as
a simultaneousdevelopment. This is because, when emergenceof predominant
variants NG or NA produces a violation, UC can be most simply restored by
developing NA and NG respectively (i.e. leveling of the modifiersin the noun
phrase); thus change in clause word-orderis not needed."IThere are prepo" It could be argued that the UVH, which portrays change as resulting from the initial emergence
of a prohibited type (necessitating a series of readjustments to change to some attested type),
should not be required to be consistent with an acquisitional process which is clearly under the
continual influence of its end result-the educated norm, as spoken by educated bilingual as well
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sitional SOV languageswith both NG and NA, e.g. Persian, Iraqw (Cushitic),
Khamti, and Akkadian(Type 17 in Table 3).
Turning now to the UC alternatives in 17a-c, we note that all three have
SVO as the initialdevelopment.They are all consistent with the four synchronic
universals that determine the permissible types, since they define (together
with the other pertinent features in the children's speech) combinations of
characteristicsknown to exist in attested languages.This may be seen in their
detailed representationsin Table 5.
SOV SVO
SVO
SVO
Pr
Pr
Pr
Pr
GN
GN
NG
NG
->
AN
AN
AN
NA
19
II
10
Type
Type
Type
Type 9
17b. SOV SVO
SVO
SVO
Pr
Pr
Pr
Pr
GN
GN
GN
4
NG
->
AN
AN
NA
NA
19
11
Type
Type
'ype 12
Type 9
17c. SOV 4
SVO
SVO
Pr
Pr
Pr
_
GN
GN
NG/GN
AN
AN
NA/AN
Type 19
Type 11
Type 9(10. 11, 12)
TABI.[:5.
17a.

The language types characterizingall the different stages in the UC alternatives are attested in Table 3. In alternative17c, we indicatethe simultaneous
development of NG and NA in the second stage by the appearance of the
correspondingdoublets. Dependingon the details of the increase in frequency
of NG and NA, the pluralitytype at a given momentunderthis alternativemay
be 9, 10, 11, or 12. The reader may verify that the four possible combinations
allowed by the variant orders in the simultaneousdevelopment of 17c correspond to language types attested in Table 3. Thus, if the bilingualchildren's
Spanishis to remainwithinthe boundsimposedby the universalsat every stage
in the acquisitionof the word orders of the educated norm, then it either must
first incorporatethe target SVO order, and then NG or NA; or else do both
simultaneously.
The remainingset of alternatives, given in 18a-d, all contain simultaneous
as monolingual Spanish speakers. However, the question that remains is: Which comes first? That
is, why does the educated norm share SVO, NG, and NA with standard Spanish, when it diverges
in many other ways?
More important, the UVH is based much more heavily on the stability of admissible language
types than the UCH-which allows for, and even predicts, movement from one admissible type
to another. Thus it is much more consistent with the UVH for the initial stage in the acquisition
of word order to lead to universal violation, so that the remainder of the stages unfold automatically
under the dual (and parallel) influences of the educated norm and the need to attain an admissible
type.
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developments. They are shown in detail in Table 6, where simultaneous developments are represented by the emergence of corresponding doublets.
18a.

SOV

-

Pr
GN

-*

SVO/SOV

SVO

SOV

SOV

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

Pr

NG/GN

NG

GN

NG/GN

NG

AN
Type 19

-4
AN
NA
Type 10
Type 9
(11, 19, *18)
18b. SOV SVO/SOV
SVO
Pr
Pr
Pr
GN
GN
NG
AN NA/AN
NA
Type 19
Type 12
Type 9

18c.

-

N
NA/AN
Type 17
(*18, 19, *20)
18d. SOV '
SVO/SOV
Pr
Pr
GN NG/GN
'
AN
NA/AN
Type 19
Type 9
AN
Type 19

(11. 19, *20)

-A

SVO

NA
Type 9

(10, 11, 12, 17, *18, 19, *20)
TABLE6.

These alternatives are hard to classify, as they seem to fall midway between
the two competing theories of linguistic change. The DAH, as formulated by
Hawkins, allows for the simultaneous development of the antecedent and consequent properties in an implicational universal, as represented earlier in 14a,
in addition to the sequential innovation of the consequent followed by that of
the antecedent. (Recall that it disallows only the opposite sequential development.) However, allowing simultaneous development entails the probable
emergence of a plurality type which violates a universal when the pertinent
variant orders reach equal percentages of occurrence:
(19) -P/P& -Q/Q
(Types: -P& -Q; -P&Q; *(P& -Q); P&Q)
Such plurality types are contained in the alternatives of Table 6, where the
simultaneous innovations are represented by the emergence of doublets to facilitate verifying the plurality types which violate Universals I and III. We
discard these alternatives from the UCH set,'2 but consider them to be weakly
consistent with the UVH, since the initial violation required by that theory is
not unequivocally present in them. Note that none of the simultaneous changes
would individually incur a violation; rather, a violation is introduced indirectly
(and for a relatively brief period) through the combined effect of simultaneous
changes, doubling, and frequency increase, as presently defined by the DAH
and the FIH. We will later propose a stronger version of these hypotheses
which will appropriately exclude simultaneous developments that lead to plurality types inconsistent with universals.
We turn now to Universals I and III, repeated below together with the types
they exclude.
EXCLUDED
TYPES
I ANDIII
(20) UNIVERSALS
a. SOV D (AN D GN)
*(18, 22)
b. (PREP& - SVO) D (NA D NG)
*(4, 20)
12Hawkins1979cites, fromFriedrich's1975data, ItalicandGathicAvestanas havingundecided
basic order for the genitive and for the adjective, respectively. These dialects may or may not
involve pluralitytypes inconsistent with Universals I and III. However, we have no relevant
frequencyrates which would be crucial in deciding.
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We will show how, under appropriateconditions, these implicationalformulas
rule out a change in the genitive position before that of the main verb in a
clause, as well as a change in the adjective position before that in the genitive
placement.
An implicationalstatementexcludes any situationwhere the antecedentterm
holds true while the consequent term does not. Thus 20a excludes SOV types
where (AN D GN) does not hold, i.e. where the noun phrase is characterized
by AN and NG. The inconsistent combinationthat results with respect to Universal I is precisely the combinationof characteristicsthat would obtain if the
postnominal genitive were the initial development in the Peruvian bilingual
children's speech:
(21) *(SOV & AN & NG)
(Types *18, *22)
A similar argumentbased on 20b can be made with respect to Universal III.
This formulaexcludes all prepositionallanguageswhich are verb-final(or verbinitial) and where (NA D NG) is not found, namely those with NA and GN.
This defines the inconsistent combinationshown below:
(22) *(PREP & - SVO & NA & GN)

(Types *4, *20)

Again, it may be observed that this particularcombinationcoincides with the
one that would result if bilingualchildren adopted the postnominaladjective
before the postnominal genitive when their speech is predominantlySOV.
Note, however, that if the nominaloperatorsremainedstable untilSVO became
the majorityclause order, then eitherthe genitive or the adjectivecould become
postnominalfirst, without violating the universal.
Universals I and III therefore define the following violations:
(23) UNIVERSALVIOLATIONS
a. NG > SVO, while AN
(violates I)
b. NA > NG, while Pr & SOV
(violates III)
Note that the unattested types *18 and *20 in fact represent the initial intermediate stage in the UV alternatives of Table 4, where the initial change is
precisely as specified in 23a or 23b. That is, the initial violation in one set is
broughtabout by developing NG before reversing the position of the V with
respect to its complements and modifiers; in the other set of alternatives, a
violation arises by first adopting the change of adjective position before that
of the genitive placement.
By contrast, the unlawful combinations 21-22, deriving from Universals I
and III, also define the bounds for a sequence of events to remainconsistent
with the universals, in accordance with the UCH. These would involve excluding the sequence of changes in the correspondingUV's of 23, as indicated
below:
(24) a. AN D -(NG > SVO)
b. (Pr & SOV) D -(NA > NG)
These prohibitions are equivalent to the sequence of changes indicated in
25a-b respectively, which prescribe that the word order change in the clause
may precede or co-occur with the innovationin the genitive position, and this
in turn may precede or be simultaneouswith the innovation in the adjective
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position:
(25)

UC SEQUENCES OF INNOVATIONS

a. AN D (SVO > NG)
(= 24a)
b. (Pr & SOV) D (NG > NA)
(= 24b)
The three UC alternatives of Table 5 follow these specifications. In all three,
the emergence of SVO precedes that of NG when the language has predominant
AN-in accordance with 25a. In alternative 17b, the advent of NA precedes
that of NG, but with no violation of type 23b, since the language has first
incorporated SVO.
The specifications for a UC sequence are also met by the four alternatives
in Table 6, which we have classified as weakly consistent with the UVH. In
18a-b and 18d, the emergence of SVO precedes or is simultaneous with that
of NG, as stated in 25a. In 18c, the appearance of NG precedes that of SVO;
but 25a is not contradicted, since the language also adopts NA in the first stage.
In 18a and 18c-d, the appearance of NG precedes or coincides with the emergence of NA, in accordance with 25b. In 18b, this sequence of events is reversed
without contradicting 25b, since the language initially also incorporates SVO.
That these weak UV alternatives can meet the specifications for UC sequences, while giving rise to universal-violating plurality types, seems counter
to Hawkins' intent in elaborating his hypotheses of word order change. It will
clarify our later discussion if we can reformulate some of the notions in the
UCH so that it unequivocally excludes such plurality types. Now, the violating
types in the weak UV sequences arise through the combined effect of the
following factors:
(i) The existence of doubling.
(ii) The lack of constraints on the co-occurrence (in the same sentence) of
co-existing variants.
(iii) Allowing the simultaneous development of an antecedent and a consequent property of an implicational formula.
Given that Factor (i) must be taken for granted, we should consider if either
Factor (ii) or (iii) may be modified so as to not give rise to the offending plurality
types.
Suppose there were a constraint, in the case of simultaneous developments,
to the effect that speakers would keep pairs or triples of innovative features,
P & Q & R, in utterances separate from those that bear the outgoing variants
-P & -Q & -R, without mixing the members of the two sets. Translating
the constraint to our data, it would require that the bilingual child should not
mix the Quechua and the Spanish NP and VP patterns. Recall that the plurality
types in the UV alternatives arise by the co-occurrence of NG with AN, and
of GN with NA in the prepositional SOV type. Thus, if usage keeps SOV and
GN with AN, on the one hand, and SVO and NG with NA, on the other hand,
for the necessary transitional period, then no unattested types could attain
plurality status.
But such a constraint is ad-hoc and highly unlikely, imposing quite an extraordinary characteristic on simultaneous developments. In the general case,
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that of sequentialinnovations,speakersmust be expected to mix novel features
with already established ones (e.g. -P & Q; P & Q). Moreover,the constraint
is not supported by our data. Our bilingualchildren do in fact mix Quechua
and Spanish patterns. For instance, our data show (Quechua)prenominaland
(Spanish) postnominalgenitives in both SVO and SOV sentences:
V
S
O
(26)
N

GEN

Un senor le

a
(27)

ha quitado de la seiora su quinua.

man DAT has taken of the lady her quinua
'A man has taken the lady's quinua [a type of edible seed].' (A
68:111)
V
S
O
GEN

N

De ese chiquito su perro diferente es.

of that little-boy his dog different is
'That little boy's dog is different.' (C 49:80)
V
S
O
(28)
N

Sus bultos

GEN

de la senora carga el

tauca.

her bundles of the lady carries the porter
'The porter carries the lady's bundles.' (P 22:31)
Similarly,(Spanish)postnominaladjectives can be found in V-medialand Vfinal clauses:
V
S
O
(29)
N

ADJ

Una vez su madre le mando a traer agua caliente.
Once her mother DATsent to bring water hot

'Once her mother sent her to bring hot water.' (H 16:24)
V
O
S

(30)

N

Y

mi hermano aqui otro

ADJ

paloma hembra habia chapado.

and my brother here another dove female had caught
'And my brother had caught anotherfemale dove here.' (P 22:31)
Indeed, there is no evidence that the choice of the various structuralfeatures
in any given sentence is anythingbut independent,in the statisticalsense. Thus
the frequency of a given word order type can be appropriatelypredicted as
simply the product of the relative frequencies of its component word-order
features.
Since the constraint on simultaneousdevelopments cannot be maintained,
Factor (ii), unconstrainedco-occurrenceof co-existing variants-as well as (i),
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the existence of doubling-must be taken for granted.This means that Factor
(iii) is open to modification.We now propose a modificationof the DAH and
FIH, which will explicitly referto the avoidanceof universal-violatingplurality
types, and which we feel reflects more directly the intent of Hawkins' theory:
DAH/FIH: Given one or more implicationaluniversal(s)
(31) REVISED
which exclude(s) certain word order type(s), no change in the frequency of structuralvariants will occur whose SOLE result would
be the increase in the frequency of the excluded type(s) at the expense of some permitted type(s); to the extent that a change of
frequency within a category has, as its MAJORresult, such an increase of the excluded type(s), this change will be disfavored.This
formulation pertains both to doubling acquisition (involving a
change from zero frequencies)and to frequencyincrease (involving
a change from non-zero frequencies).
We can see how 31 will appropriatelyexclude the simultaneousdevelopment
of the antecedent and consequent properties of a universal. At the moment
when Q structuresfirst arise, the frequencies of both P and Q are zero. Thus
minorityP structurescannot arise at the same time, since virtuallyall of these
would be involved in P & -Q sentences. Indeed, P structuresare highly unlikely to arise or proliferateuntil after some time lapse, when there is a substantial minorityof Q structures.
Our modificationthen will effectively give rise to universal-consistentpluralitytypes like 32b-c at two successive periods, linkinga precedingstage 32a,
characterizedby majority -P and -Q, and a following stage 32d, with predominantP & Q:
(32) a. -P& -Q
b. -P& -Q; -P&Q
c. -P&Q;P&Q
d. P&Q
It is obvious that pluralitytypes withoutviolations, as in 32, must be the rulesince Q structures,having emergedearlierthan P structures,will tend to reach
majoritystatus at stage 32c, appropriatelyprecedingthe emergenceof majority
P structuresat stage 32d.
If the analysis of our data is compatible with one of the UV sequences of
Table 4, then the UVH will be seen as pertinentto the acquisitioncontext. If
the data are more compatible with one of the UC sequences in Table 5, then
the UCH will gain support-together with our rejectionof alternatives 18a-d
fromthis class, and our proposedmodificationfor the DAH and FIH. However,
if the analysis is compatible with one of the weak UV alternatives(Table 6),
then neither theory would be clearly preferable;in that case, our classification
will have little relevance, and our proposed modificationwill be unwarranted.
In ?4, the competing alternatives are tested against recorded data from the
bilingualPeruvianchildren.
4. QUANTITATIVE
ANALYSIS
ANDRESULTS.We examined the frequency of oc-

currence of the variant patterns OV/VO/VOV, GN/NG, and AN/NA in the
speech of nine bilingualchildren of both sexes, clustered evenly in three age
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groups: 5, 7, and 9 years old.13 Each child had been born and raised in one of
the four most populated cities in the Peruvian highlands(Cuzco, Ayacucho,
Huaraz, and Puno). The seven and nine year olds attended the first and third
grades, respectively, of the public school, where instructionis carriedout exclusively in Spanish. The five year olds, for the most part siblings of the older
children, were not in school, but they spent time at a parochial park where
they received religious instruction. Most of the children's parents knew little
Spanish, being in general 'beginningbilinguals'(cf. Escobar), belongingto the
lowest social stratum,and holdingoccupations such as vendors on the ground
in public markets.14 All the childrenwere Quechuaand Spanishspeakers;their
recordedconversations contain only Spanish, with no instance of code-switching or use of Quechua in the sample analysed.
The data for the present study consist of nine hours (one hour per child) of
both elicited and spontaneoustape-recordedconversations, randomlyselected
from three distinct contexts: (1) an adult interviewinga child, (2) a child interacting with peers, and (3) a child interactingwith peers and an adult interviewer. The recordingswere done midway in the school year by interviewers
who were themselves bilingual,or who spoke the regionalSpanish.'5 In Table
7, we show the numberof tokens per age and syntactic pattern.
NO. OF

CLAUSES

SUBJS.

AGE

3
3
3

5
7
9

GENITIVES

VOV TOTAL

OV

VO

192
168
141

186
273
365

124
85
41

GN

502
526
547

20
14
10

NG

12
12
18

ADJECTIVES

TOTAL

32
26
28

AN

NA

10
9
18

1
6
29

TOTAL

11
15
47

TABLE7.

Since the pattern with the duplicate verbs can be counted either as VO or
OV, we split their total evenly between the opposing VP patterns, and incorporate them in the average percentages of verb positions for the three ages.
In Table 8, we indicatethe percentagesof occurrenceof the alternateorderings
WORD ORDERS

OV/VO
GN/NG
AN/NA

5

AGES
7

(51%/49%-.O40%/60%
63%/37%/` 54%/46%)
60%/40%
91%/ 9%
.502
.373

9

30%/70%
36%/64%
38%/62%
.625

.602
.481
.471

TABLE8.

'3 The data used in this study come from a large-scalenationalsamplingsurvey sponsoredby
the PeruvianMinistryof Education.The projectwas initatedto implementthe PeruvianEducational
ReformAct of 1972,which officially recognizedthe bilingualnationalsituationby acknowledging
Quechuaas a nationallanguage.Two importantaims of the reformhave been (1) to describe the
varieties of Spanishspoken by Peruvianchildrenand adults, so that a standardPeruvianSpanish
can be formulated;and (2) to use this information(a) in the implementationof languageprograms,
and (b) in teaching Spanishas a second languagein bilingualschools.
14We will say more in ?5 about types of adult bilingualspeech to which the bilingualchildren
are most likely exposed.
15The interviewers were for the most part senior students in linguistics or education at the
UniversidadNacional Mayorde San Marcos. They were trainedby and workedunderthe supervision of the staff of the InstitutoNacional de Investigaci6ny Desarrollode la Educaci6n, with
L. Minayaas coordinator.
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per age and syntactic category; the outer cells contain coefficients relevant to
syntactic category and age.'6
The percentages on the left in each cell of Table 8 correspondto Quechua
word orders; those on the right, to Spanish patterns. These figures show that
the VP doublets appearearlierthanthe genitive doublets, which in turnprecede
the onset of the innovative postnominaladjective. Note that the stage when
the child has approximatelyequalpercentagesof Quechuaand Spanishpatterns
is found at age 5 for the VP, but at age 7 for the genitive; for the adjective, it
must occur aroundage 8. It is evident that the onsets of the emergence of the
innovating Spanish patterns are sequentially arrangedas in 33, which abbreviates the sequence of developments of the UC alternative(17a) of Table 5:
(33) SVO > NG > NA
A multivariatestatisticalanalysis supportsthese results.'7A multipleregression analysis with stepwise selection of significantfactors was set up in which
operator/operandorder was the dependentvariable, with the following as possible explanatoryfactors: syntactic category (VP order, genitive position, and
adjective placement), age and sex of speaker. Only syntactic category and age
were selected as significantat the 5%level by the analysis, with the coefficients
shown in the outer cells of Table 8. These supportthe chronologicalsequence
of developments as indicated in 33. Our analysis thus favors one of the three
UC sequences, out of the thirteen plausible alternativehypotheses. These results are all the more impressivebecause the UV alternativesoutnumberedthe
ones compatible with the UCH by more than 3 to 1.
Now, accordingto the percentagesof Table 8, the children'sspoken language
should have the typological characteristicsindicatedin Table 9.
AGE 5

AGE 7

AGE 9

SOV/SVO

SVO

SVO

PREP

PREP

PREP

GN
AN
Type 19/11

GN/NG
AN
Type 11/10

NG
NA
Type 9

TABLE 9.

Althoughthere is a slight predominanceof the Quechuapatternsfor the VP
and the genitive at ages 5 and 7, respectively, the difference is not sufficiently
large to identify them as basic at either age.18Quite clearly, the basic features
16

The probability p of obtaining the Spanish word order for a clause or phrase is estimated to
satisfy
a
s
u
p
=
log + log
log
log 1 I I -p
where s is the coefficient in Table 8 associated with the clause or phrase type, a is the coefficient
associated with the age group, and u = .51 is an over-all average effect. The program VARBRUL
2S, which calculates maximum likelihood estimates of the coefficients, was used (Sankoff 1979).
17
The VOV instances were not included in the statistical calculations, but their 50/50 split incorporation among the VO and OV variants would not materially change the results.
18 The children have variant
patterns for the three syntactic categories at all three ages; those
not shown in Table 9 are thus minority variants (either emerging or disappearing, as the case may
be), and are not typologically relevant.
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of the different age levels strongly suggest that the ES we have initially assumed
must precede age 5. Since age 9 has the characteristics which are basic in the
Peruvian educated norm and in standard Spanish, then ages 5 and 7 would
represent two intermediate levels defined by the advent of SVO and NG, respectively. Compare them with the intermediate stages of the UC alternative
(17a) favored by the analysis-repeated in Table 10, along with a detailed list
of the languages representative of each stage.
EARLY STAGE

SOV

INTERMEDIATE

-

I

SOV/SVO

INTERMEDIATE 2

STANDARD

SVO

SVO
PREP

PREP

PREP

PREP

GN
AN
Type 19 (1 Ig:
Amharic)

GN
AN
Type 11 (3 Igs:
Norwegian, Danish,
Swedish)

GN/NG
AN
Type 10 (8 Igs: German,
Slavonic, Icelandic,
Dutch, Kredj, Maya,
Efik, Papiamento)

34

SPANISH

NG
NA
Type 9 (21 Igs: Romance
languages, Albanian,
Modern Greek, West
Atlantic languages,
Yoruba, Edo group,
Bantu languages,
Shilluk etc.)

TABLE 10.

The typological features of the children's speech at ages 5, 7, and 9 are clearly
similar to those of the three stages following the initial ES of UCH sequence
17a. However, the word order features of their speech at age 9 differ in an
important way from those of the Peruvian educated norm and the standard
language, as regards variant orders that do not occur in the latter varieties.
Standard Spanish does not have the patterns SOV and GN; however, the Peruvian educated norm has a minority percentage of V-final clauses, but no
prenominal genitives. But these are variants still occurring at a rate of 30-35%
at age 9. Thus, for all practical purposes, the speech of the older children may
be considered as representing a third or final intermediate stage, marked by
the advent of a majority of postnominal adjectives. Indeed, one should think
of the intermediate stages in Table 10 as characterized by the advent of the
MAJORITY new variantsSVO, NG,

and NA, since it is not theirfirst EMERGENCE

which occurs at each of the successive three age levels.
5. DISCUSSION.Before discussing other potential explanations for our results, we will show how they support the three hypotheses which integrate the
UCH along with the implicational universals. We will then consider the theoretical consequences of our findings.
Our analysis gives empirical support to the intermediate stages of the UC
sequence of events represented in Table 10; it rejects any role for the mechanism fundamental to the UVH, whereby change or innovation must start with
an initial violation of a synchronic universal. In addition, the quantitative analysis gives support to the existence of an ES with the characteristics as initially
postulated. The figures for the youngest group indicate a slight predominance
of the OV pattern, and a very strong prevalence of prenominal genitives and
adjectives.
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Besides corroboratingHawkins' Universals I and III, our data are also consistent with each of the three hypotheses which extend his UCH. These bilingual children's speech attests to the emergence and dynamics of word order
patternsas constrainedby our version of the DAH/FIH, while the intermediate
stages favored by our analysis form a sequence that is optimally consistent
with the CCH principle. The latter predicts, as most probable, a sequence of
changes moving progressivelytoward the more preferredlanguagetypes-i.e.
those which have more CCH and, according to the principle, are more numerous. Of the three UC alternativesoriginallyconsidered, only the sequential
one selected by our analysis has a continuallyimprovingCCH progression.In
Table 11, we indicate the type of language for each successive stage of the
UC ALTERNATIVES

Early Stage
Intermediate1
Intermediate2
StandardSpanish

17a

17b

Type 19: 1 Ig
Type 11: 3 Igs
Type 10: 8 Igs
Type 9: 21 Igs

Type 19: 1 Ig
Type 11: 3 Igs
Type 12: 1 Ig
Type 9: 21 Igs

17c

Type 19:
Type 11:
Type 10/12:
9:
Type

1 Ig
3 Igs
0 Ig
21 gs

TABLE 1.

three UC alternatives,and the numberof languagesof each type in Greenberg's
sample.19
Clearly, alternative 17a shows the best CCH progression, as indicated by
the increasing numberof languagesattested at each stage.20The opposing sequentialalternative 17bdoes not have a progressioncompatiblewith the CCH
principle, since the intermediate stage 2 in this alternative would represent
moving in the direction of the very rareType 12-for which the only language
in Greenberg's sample is Arapesh (New Guinea). Indeed, Type 12 has even
been regardedas an exception to a stronger version of Universal III, PREPD
(NA D NG), considered by Hawkins (see fn. 9). Thus the abundanceof Type
10 languagesvs. the marginalstatus of those of Type 12 is consistent with the
second stage innovation of NG rather than NA. As for alternative 17c, this
involves passage throughan even rarerconfiguration,with an even more improbable loss of CCH. Indeed, as will be seen later in connection with the
linguistic input provided by the bilingual adults' speech, the CCH principle
appearsto be the single strongestinfluenceon the children's language,moving
19 Languageswith undecidablebasic orderare excludedfromthe sample;
but these are relatively
rare or transitory(cf. Hawkins 1980), and we may expect those with a near-majorityType 12
componentto be very rare.
20 Since the last
stage (equated with Type 9) is the norm which is taughtand must be learned
at the publicschools, one mightbe inclinedto thinkthat this stage is predetermined,and therefore
should not be considereda stage necessarilyarrivedat by mere CCH progression.Such thinking,
however, neglects important facts about languages in contact in general, and about Quechua/Spanishcontact in particular.Where languages have been in contact for long periods of
time, the imposed assimilationof a prestigenormor dialect has quite commonlyproducedhybrid
systems, with new features not sharedby the native or the imposedlanguage.Thus there is really
no good reason to attach any special status to the incorporationof the NA leading to the final
stage, or to expect it to be a feature that must be necessarilylearned. Many salient grammatical
and phonologicalfeatures of the educated norm have never been assimilatedin the 450 years
of languagecontact in Peru (cf. Escobar, Pozzi-Escot).
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it in the directionof those languagetypes that exhibit a more harmonicbalance
in their operand/operatorbasic orderings.
The word order types excluded by Universals III and I are PREP& - SVO

& NA & GN, and SOV & AN & NG, respectively. Since there is no question
here of postpositionalor VSO structure,the relevantexcluded types are *(SOV
& NA & GN) and *(SOV & AN & NG). Given that the early stage is SOV &
AN & GN, our modified DAH/FIH prohibitsthe increase of either NA or NG
over zero frequency, since this would result solely in the production of numerous types which violate universals. Even simultaneousinnovation of NA
and NG is disfavored-since any gradualinitial increase from zero frequency
would, at the outset, produce only quantities of both excluded types, at the
expense of SOV & AN & GN (the quantity of SOV & NA & NG produced
being mathematicallynegligible).
Thus, under the modified hypothesis, the only permittedinnovation would
be SVO. At first, while SVO remaineda low-frequencystructure,innovations
of NA or NG would continue to be disfavored. But eventually, when a substantial minority of SVO was being produced, innovations of NG and/or NA
could take place. The hypothesis also predicts that each increase in frequency
of these postnominalmodifiers would tend to occur only following or during
increases in SVO frequencies. Figure 1 (overleaf) shows how these constraints
are realized in our data.
Note that Hawkins' DAH and FIH are formulatedin statementsof the form
P D Q; and they are phrased in terms of the sequence of innovation or acquisition of the Q feature and the P feature. Thus they cannot be directly
generalized to three-termstatements such as P D (Q D R), since one cannot
speak of innovating(Q D R) before P, or of increasingthe frequency of (Q D
R) before that of P; (Q D R) is not a structuralfeature. However, our modification of the DAH and FIH, while retainingthe essence of Hawkins' ideas,
allows a direct generalization to any universal which excludes one or more
combinationsof structuralfeatures.
As originallyformulatedby Hawkins, the UCH allows 7 courses of development for the bilingualchildren's acquisition, out of 13 possible alternatives.
In relationto our data, it defines a largernumberof possibilities than the UVH
(cf. 16a-f, Table 4). It thus proves to be a weaker theory, even though it
contains more principles. In the original UCH, the DAH and FIH, together
with the word-order implicationaluniversals, define all the permitted alternatives (sequences 17a-c and 18a-d of Tables 5-6); but the burden of work
falls mostly on particularformulationsof the word-orderuniversals. In our
proposed revision, however, Universals I and III select the initial set of 7
alternatives,out of which the revised DAH/FIH eliminatesfour (18a-d, Table
6). The CCH principlefurtherrestricts the remainingset of 3 to one possible
alternative:17a. Thus, in the revised version, the variousprinciplesintegrating
UCH share equally the burden of work in constrainingthe choices. To the
extent that the proposed revision succeeds in drasticallyreducingthe number
of possible alternativesfor linguisticinnovation,the theory is effectively sharpened and clearly superiorto the UVH.
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FIGURE1. Emergenceand increase of Spanishword orders.

We turn next to an assessment of other facts pertainingto the children's
native languageand their immediatelinguistic input-facts which might compete with UCH in providingan explanationfor the sequence of developments
found in their speech. One of these concerns the variantword-orderpatterns
found in Quechua.
As already indicated, Quechua has SVO as a variant order for the clause,
but no variant patterns for the genitive or the attributiveadjective. This fact
may appear to cast doubt on the role of word order universalsin determining
the SOV > SVO initial change. It could be surmisedthat this initial change is
greatly (or mainly)facilitatedby the existence of the SVO patternin the native
language-though there would be some resistance to the GN > NG or the AN
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> NA modifications,given that the postnominalgenitive and adjective do not
occur in Quechua. From such a perspective, the observance of universalconsistency of the stages in Table 9 is a mere accident.
Quechua has been described as basically SOV, but also as a relatively free
word-orderlanguage (Parker 1965, 1976). Present-daydescriptionsof various
main varieties agree on this fact, though there seem to be dialectaldifferences
in the types of clause wordordersthatare allowedas variants.Cerron-Palomino
1976b, 1980and Soto-Ruiz 1976, in describingthe Peruvianvarieties of JuninHuanca and Ayacucho-Chanca, respectively, list SVO, OSV, and OVS as
variants. Soto-Ruiz points out that SVO is a common arrangement,while
Cerr6n-Palominogoes on to indicate that the V-initial patterns are unacceptable (althoughVOS is listed as a variant in the San Martinvariety described
by Coombs et al. 1976).
However, the fact that Quechuaallows variantclause arrangements,in particular the SVO pattern, cannot be taken as seriously underminingthe UCH
account. Though little is known about the functions of word order variation,
there is small doubt that low-frequencyvariantclause orders are used for the
purposes of topicalizingand focusing, and are thus to be sharplydistinguished
from the neutral basic clause arrangement.Indeed, given the lack of solid
evidence about cross-languageword order influence (to say nothing about its
acquisition by bilinguals),the very existence of the Quechua SVO variantwhich may be defined as meaningfulin the discourse context-could just as
well RETARD the acquisitionof the identicalbut neutralSpanishpattern.Viewed
in this light, the acquisition of SVO as a basic (neutral)pattern-from a previously predominantSOV-must be a resultjust as novel as the acquisitionof
the postnominalgenitive and adjective from previous prenominalcategories.
We thus adhere to the stronger claims deriving from Hawkins' word order
universals;and we hold them to be equally valid for both the rigidand the nonrigidSOV languagesthat have come into contact with (usually European)SVO
languages. In other words, if the children's native languagewere a rigid SOV
type (such as Japanese, Korean, or Turkish),we should expect a sequence of
developments similarto that predictedfor the PeruvianSpanishvariety whose
substratumis the non-rigidSOV Quechua.
We now consider the role which the children's linguistic input may play in
determiningthe sequence of innovationscarriedout in the acquisitionprocess.
It may be observed that, in the utterances analysed, VP's with objects occur
more frequently than NP's with genitives, which in turn are more numerous
than NP's with adjectives (Table 7). If similarfrequency relations exist in the
adults' speech, it could be argued that the children simply learn the ordering
rules for the most frequently used constructionsfirst.21 That is, in using adult
speech as a model, the children might give priority to modifying their own
constructions which are most saliently in conflict with this model. To dispel
21
Of course, as a generalprinciple,the notion cannot be true-in view of the fact, well-known
in the literature,that children'sspeech very often exhibits constructionsthat have zero frequency
in adults' speech.
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this notion, we need to consider the word order characteristicsof bilingual
adults' speech, which constitute the children's linguisticinput, in conjunction
with the educated Peruviannorm taught at school.
In a very detailed study, Muysken 1981 described the stratified speech of
bilingualand monolingualspeakersof Spanishin Ecuador,in the context where
Quechua is the most pervasive indigenous language. Since we lack data from
Peruvianadult bilinguals,we will endeavorto demonstratethat the Ecuadorian
data may well reflect a close similaritywith the Peruvianbilingualcontext, as
regardsword order within majorconstituents (cf. Lujan, Sankoff & Bordelois
1982).The Ecuadoriandata are drawnfrom five types of subjects:three groups
of bilinguals (incipient, Quechua-dominant,and Spanish-dominant)and two
groups of Spanish monolinguals(lower-class and middle-class).22
In the percentages given for various types of VP, V-final orderingpredominates only with respect to adverbs (78%).In VP's with direct objects or prepositional or clause complements, and in copula plus predicate phrases, the
predominantorder is V-initial, with percentages rangingfrom 66% to 90%.23
With respect to the direct object, one quarterare V-final, while three-quarters
are V-initial. A clear majorityof postnominalgenitives and adjectives is reported. No figuresare given with respect to the adjective, althoughit is claimed
that 100%are postnominal. The number of instances reported per syntactic
pattern is shown in Table 12.
OV

60

VO VOV

246

0

TOTAL

306

GN

NG

2

26

TOTAL

AN

NA

0

a few

28

TOTAL

?

TABIE 12.

According to these figures, the Ecuadorianand Peruviansituations are not
very different. Extrapolatingthe trend shown by the Peruvianchildrenbeyond
age 9, one arrives at figures similar to those characterizingadult bilingual
speech of Ecuador. The proportionof OV phrases falls from approximately
40% (at age 5) to 30% (at age 7) to 25% (at age 9)-and, for the Ecuadorian
adults, to 20%. The genitive is found more frequentlyin postnominalposition
in the Ecuadoriandata, but the figures are not much differentfrom what one
could expect of bilingualadults in Peru. In Table 13, we give the percentages
correspondingto our subjects and Muysken's.
Peruvianchildren
5 years
7 years
9 years
Ecuadorianadults

OV

VO VOV

GN

NG

AN

NA

38%
32%
26%
20%

37% 25%
52% 16%
67% 7%
80% -

63%
54%
36%
7%

37%
46%
64%
93%

91% 9%
60% 40%
38% 62%
0% 100%

TABLE13.

22
Interestingly,the figures obtained for the basic word-orderpatternsindicate almost no differencebetweenthe speech of Quechua-dominant
bilingualsandlower-classSpanishmonolinguals,
or between thatof Spanish-dominantbilingualsand middle-classSpanishmonolinguals.So a threelayer stratificationwouldconstitutea moreaccuratedescriptionin relationto wordorderfeatures.
23See
Muysken'sTable V1 (p. 38).
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These figures indicate that Andean Spanish in Ecuador is the same type as
the Peruvianeducated normand the standardlanguage,i.e. Type 9.24 The main
difference, then, lies not in the basic orderings, but in the variantorders OV
(and, to a lesser degree, GN) exhibited by Andean Spanish-variant patterns
which are not found in the standardlanguage.25No data are available on the
speech of Ecuadorian bilingual children; accordingly, there is at present no
evidence that the Andean Spanish of that region evolves throughother word
order types duringthe acquisitionprocess. However, from the comparisonin
Table 13, it is not at all implausiblethat the bilingualchildren in Ecuador go
throughstages similarto those established for their Peruviancounterparts.
Bilingual children in the northernAndean region grow up surroundedby
Quechuaand Spanish monolingualsand bilingualswith variousdegrees of proficiency, and with the word order characteristicsdescribed by Muysken. It is
likely that these features are similar, in the relevant aspects, to the speech of
adultbilingualsin Peru;i.e., that they have a total predominanceof postnominal
genitives and adjectives, a clear predominanceof VO, but abouta 20%minority
of OV. These data contributeto a much strongercase for the universals and
the CCH principle-and against the possibility that relative frequencies of objects vs. genitives and adjectives are the mainfactors determiningthe sequence
of word order adjustmentsmade by the childrenwhile acquiringthe educated
norm. Note that the childrenfirst undertakethe modificationsin the VP even
though in the adult model they are exposed to a very substantialdegree of
word-ordervariabilityin that unit. (Recall that the educated normalso has OV
as a variant pattern.) These modificationsfirst involve very large numbersof
VOV constructions, which have negligiblefrequency in the adult language.At
the same time, the children initially maintaintheir genitives and adjectives in
prenominalposition, althoughprenominalmodifiersare rareor non-existentin
adult speech.
If our observations are confirmed by data from bilingualadults from Peru,
then the initialOV > VO change carriedout by the bilingualchild seems largely
motivated by pressures to achieve a cross-categorialbalance of operator preposing/postposing(CCH), togetherwith the constraintsrepresentedby the synchronicuniversalsand the DAH/F1Hin the strongerversion we have proposed.
The type of adposition(PREP) of the ES is in disharmonywith the final position
of the noun and verb operands; Type 19, representedby this stage, is in fact
a very rare type both in Table 3 and the expanded sample of Hawkins, Ms.
CCH predicts that a non-preferredand infrequenttype of languagewill come
under increasingpressure to re-introducea balance; and one might expect the
predictionto be more easily fulfilledin the contact situation.If patternsof adult
speech exerted a strongerinfluence, the child would first carryout the leveling
of postnominal modifiers on the model offered by his sociolinguistic context,
thereby achieving the permittedType 17 (SOV, Pr, NG, NA). But transition
24
This interpretationis not in agreementwith Muysken'sown, since he claims that the Ecuadorianvarietyis SOV, NG, and NA. See Lujan,Sankoff& Bordeloisfor a re-analysisof his data.
25
The Peruvianeducated norm shares the V-finalpatternwith AndeanSpanish(with different
frequenciesdependingon regions), but not the prenominalgenitive.
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to this type would infringe on our stronger version of DAH/FIH (cf. 18c in
Table 6). Our claim, however, is not that the adult speech has no influence;
note that the OV > VO change is in fact in accordancewith the adults' basic
SVO. Rather, we claim that, in the child's attainmentof the basic word orders
of the target language, his linguistic input must be subordinateto the joint
pressure exerted by the implicationaluniversals, the DAH/FIH, and the CCH
principle.
The subsequent changes in the noun operatorsto postnominalposition also
offer, in light of the adults' speech, a strongerargumentin favor of the CCH
principleas the main factor determiningthe observed intermediatestages. It
is well known that the adult bilinguals' Spanish contains a small minority of
prenominal genitives (though these do not occur in the Peruvian educated
norm),but a virtualabsence of prenominaladjectives. However, bilingualchildren again choose to introduce the postnominalgenitive before adopting the
postnominaladjective despite the fact that this is not as clearly motivated by
a conflict with the adultmodel. Againthis changeinvolves a constructionwhich
is absent from the adult model (and unattested in the speech of Muysken's
subjects):the so-called double possessive, bearingpre- or postnominalgenitive
plus a possessive determinerbefore the head noun, as in exx. 3-4 and 8. AN
> NA as second innovation, or the simultaneousincorporationof NG and NA,
are alternativeswithin the UCH and the revised DAH/FIH (cf. Table 5). But,
as previously noted, they define chronological sequences not favored by the
CCH principle, since they involve transitionthrough non-preferredlanguage
types.
Thus CCH, as a universalprincipledefiningco-occurrencepreferenceswhich
are motivated by a grammar'stendency to maximize cross-categorialgeneralizations, provides a principledaccount of languagedistributionacross types
(the more harmoniousones being more numerous),as well as of the dynamics
of language evolution and acquisition in the contact situation.26Specifically,
it answers the question of why the position of the noun should be related to
both verb and adposition orders. As a necessary supplementof the set of implicational universals, it goes beyond the description of word order correlations, in a directionthatexplains why and how such correlationsaffect language
acquistionand evolution. If our conclusions are warranted,they emphasizethe
importancethat bilingualdata and languageacquisitionby bilingualsbe studied
in the light of a theory of universalgrammarand linguisticevolution.
The UCH postulates precise implicationaland distributionaluniversals of
word order, which cannot be assumed to be acquiredby children separately
from the language(s) they learn. To induce such principles from their own
experience, childrenwould have to be exposed to a variety and areal coverage
comparableto Greenberg'soriginal30-languagesample. Thus it is reasonable
to assume that such universalsare innate, and that (along with other universal
principles)they play a central organizationalrole in selecting and shapingthe
experiential data which children extract from their immediatecontext. While
26

See Hawkins (1980, 1982, Ms)for details andjustificationof the CCH principle.
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universal principlesmay receive relative empiricalvalidity throughthe historical changes spanning several generations of monolingualspeakers, the data
afforded by speakers in areas of language contact provide ideal laboratory
conditions for thoroughly validatingthem by means of straightforwardquantitative analysis. Languagecontact studies may thus bear cruciallyon theories
of languageacquisition and of universalgrammar.
According to the UCH account developed in this study, children's linguistic
input plays a secondary role in the stages of their acquisitionof the basic word
orders of the target language. By contrast, it seems to play a more prominent
role in relation to the establishment of the variant patterns in the bilingual
speakers' Spanish. The transition requiredfrom the set of characteristicsat
age 9 to those shown in the adult data from Ecuadorinvolve no change in basic
features; both varieties are Type 9, as in the standardlanguage.The changes
are instead manifested as (a) the radical reduction of the Quechua-inherited
variant patterns GN and AN to almost complete disappearance,and (b) the
maintenanceof a 20% minorityof the variantorder OV borrowedfrom Quechua.
6. CONCLUSIONS.
The results here reportedshed light on problemsof basic
word orderand of the stages observed in the acquisitionprocess-in particular,
that which takes place in areas of languagecontact. We have examined several
hypotheses having direct implications for two current opposing theories of
linguistic change, regardingthe order of acquisition of three word-orderfeatures. A quantitativeanalysis of the linguisticdata has providedevidence that
innovations are constrained by observance of linguistic universals, thereby
disqualifyingthe notion that the change process must be initiatedby a violation
of a synchronic universal. This study thus provides empirical support, from
bilingualvariation data, for the UCH, for Universals I and 1I1,for the DAH
and FIH, and for CCH as formulatedby Hawkins 1979, 1980 to account for
diachronicdata and languagedistributionacross the basic types. In addition,
our analysis warrantsa strengtheningof the DAH & FIH, which will insure
that the chronological stages followed by co-existing minority and majority
variants will always remain within the bounds dictated by synchronic universals, but also severely limits the numberof choices for linguistic innovation.
Most importantly,our results highlightthe overridinginfluence of the universals and the UCH in shaping the main course of developments in language
acquisition in the contact situation, as comparedto the influence that may be
exerted by the models offered by the sociolinguisticcontext.
This study offers, in addition, novel results for the syntactic description of
a large dialectal area of Spanish-namely, that which has been influenced
by Quechua. At the same time, it provides an over-all picture of how two
syntactically diverse languages, Quechua and Spanish, interact in the contact
situation. The word order acquisition stages postulated will have important
consequences in the study of variabilityin PeruvianSpanish,as well as in other
dialect areas of Latin America that are characterizedby the presence of large
indigenous populations; linguistic variation in these areas has long been recognized to be dependent upon the degree of influence of various indigenous
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languages. It is also well known that features characterizing the various acquisition stages in children's speech are often preserved as variable styles in
their adult speech, along with the standard norm assimilated in the acquisition
process. This study has thus shown that acquisition, as well as variability data,
can be most insightfully interpreted within a comprehensive theory of linguistic
change.
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